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EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS & VIDEO. Coleman-Rayner. Los Angeles, CA, USA. September 8, 2021 Britney Spears' boyfriend Sam Asghari is in high spirits on the day her father Jamie filed a petition to formally dissolve the conservatorship that has overseen her life for 13 years. When congratulated on the latest turn of events the 27-year-old fitness instructor replied ?Thank you', before inviting the photographer to join him in a gym workout. Sam was wearing a new jersey that he purchased from a sports store near Britney's home in the San Fernando Valley. CREDIT MUST READ: Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS & VIDEO. Coleman-Rayner. Los Angeles, CA, USA. September 8, 2021 Britney Spears' boyfriend Sam Asghari is in high spirits on the day her father Jamie filed a petition to formally dissolve the conservatorship that has overseen her life for 13 years. When congratulated on the latest turn of events the 27-year-old fitness instructor replied ?Thank you', before inviting the photographer to join him in a gym workout. Sam was wearing a new jersey that he purchased from a sports store near Britney's home in the San Fernando Valley. CREDIT MUST READ: Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS & VIDEO. Coleman-Rayner. Los Angeles, CA, USA. September 8, 2021 Britney Spears' boyfriend Sam Asghari is in high spirits on the day her father Jamie filed a petition to formally dissolve the conservatorship that has overseen her life for 13 years. When congratulated on the latest turn of events the 27-year-old fitness instructor replied ?Thank you', before inviting the photographer to join him in a gym workout. Sam was wearing a new jersey that he purchased from a sports store near Britney's home in the San Fernando Valley. CREDIT MUST READ: Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS & VIDEO. Coleman-Rayner. Los Angeles, CA, USA. September 8, 2021 Britney Spears' boyfriend Sam Asghari is in high spirits on the day her father Jamie filed a petition to formally dissolve the conservatorship that has overseen her life for 13 years. When congratulated on the latest turn of events the 27-year-old fitness instructor replied ?Thank you', before inviting the photographer to join him in a gym workout. Sam was wearing a new jersey that he purchased from a sports store near Britney's home in the San Fernando Valley. CREDIT MUST READ: Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS & VIDEO. Coleman-Rayner. Los Angeles, CA, USA. September 8, 2021 Britney Spears' boyfriend Sam Asghari is in high spirits on the day her father Jamie filed a petition to formally dissolve the conservatorship that has overseen her life for 13 years. When congratulated on the latest turn of events the 27-year-old fitness instructor replied ?Thank you', before inviting the photographer to join him in a gym workout. Sam was wearing a new jersey that he purchased from a sports store near Britney's home in the San Fernando Valley. CREDIT MUST READ: Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS & VIDEO. Coleman-Rayner. Los Angeles, CA, USA. September 8, 2021 Britney Spears' boyfriend Sam Asghari is in high spirits on the day her father Jamie filed a petition to formally dissolve the conservatorship that has overseen her life for 13 years. When congratulated on the latest turn of events the 27-year-old fitness instructor replied ?Thank you', before inviting the photographer to join him in a gym workout. Sam was wearing a new jersey that he purchased from a sports store near Britney's home in the San Fernando Valley. CREDIT MUST READ: Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS & VIDEO. Coleman-Rayner. Los Angeles, CA, USA. September 8, 2021 Britney Spears' boyfriend Sam Asghari is in high spirits on the day her father Jamie filed a petition to formally dissolve the conservatorship that has overseen her life for 13 years. When congratulated on the latest turn of events the 27-year-old fitness instructor replied ?Thank you', before inviting the photographer to join him in a gym workout. Sam was wearing a new jersey that he purchased from a sports store near Britney's home in the San Fernando Valley. CREDIT MUST READ: Coleman-Rayner Tel US (001) 310 474 4343 ? office www.coleman-rayner.com
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